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Abstract—A high IIP2 direct-conversion receiver for cellular
CDMA/PCS/GPS has been developed in a 0.35 �� SiGe BiCMOS
process. This receiver consists of a RF front-end chip and a
base-band chip. The RF front-end chip includes three LNAs, three
mixer cores with a common output stage, and LO distribution
blocks. The base-band chip includes a channel selection filter, an
output buffer, and a dc calibration block. To achieve high IIP2
performance, an even-harmonic reduction technique is proposed
based on a simplified analysis of second-order intermodulation. A
40-dB improvement of the IIP2 performance is accomplished by
this technique, which reduces sensitivity to operating conditions
and to output load mismatches. This receiver also attains high
IIP3 and a low-noise figure. Measurement results show 71 dBm
IIP2, �1.3 dBm IIP3, and 2.4 dB NF for Cellular CDMA; 68 dBm
IIP2, �3.7 dBm IIP3, and 2.9 dB NF for PCS; and 26 dBm IIP2
�30 dBm IIP3, and 2 dB NF for GPS.

Index Terms—BiCMOS analog integrated circuits, filter, har-
monic analysis, intermodulation distortion, low-noise amplifier,
mixers, receivers.

I. INTRODUCTION

I NCREASING demand for smaller and cheaper multi-
band/multimode mobile handsets has motivated the

development of a direct-conversion receivers, which eliminate
the need for bulky external IF SAW filters and an IF synthe-
sizer. However, several challenging issues appear in a direct
conversion receiver compared to a heterodyne receiver [1], [2].
One of the most important design issues is the second-order
intermodulation around the dc, which can be removed by
channel selection IF SAW filters in the heterodyne architecture.
The most dominant source of second-order intermodulation in
a direct-conversion receiver is the downconversion mixer [3]. A
conventionally low-noise amplifier (LNA) has a dc-decoupling
structure for output matching. Baseband filters and variable
gain amplifiers (VGA) both have local feedbacks in order to
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reduce distortion. Both the dc-decoupling structure and the
feedback circuitry reduce the second-order intermodulation.

Generally a double-balanced Gilbert cell type mixer with ac-
tive transconductance is used for a direct-conversion receiver.
In a perfectly balanced case, the even-order distortion caused
by device nonlinearity would not appear in the signal path. In a
practical situation where a load mismatch and a LO switching
pair asymmetry exist, the even-order intermodulation still dis-
torts the signal flow. The second-order intermodulation (IM2)
in a balanced mixer signal is composed of two parts; differen-
tial-mode and common-mode products. The former is mainly
generated by the LO switching pair asymmetry. The latter is
mostly generated by the nonlinearity of the active transconduc-
tance stages and output load mismatches due to the physical lim-
itations of the asymmetry and the processing tolerances of the
fabrication technology [4].

Many techniques utilized to improve IIP2 performance
have been investigated. These include using a careful layout,
reducing the nonlinearity of the active transconductance by
emitter degeneration or harmonic termination, and trimming or
intentionally imputing some mismatches to the LO switching
pair and the output load [4], [5]. However, the IIP2 of these
mixers is sensitive to load mismatch and operating conditions
such as supply voltage, temperature, and fabricated location, as
well as other conditions, when it comes to performance.

In this paper, a high IIP2 direct-conversion receiver for cel-
lular CDMA/PCS/GPS applications is presented [6]. The de-
veloped two-chip solution achieves high IIP2 and IIP3 with a
low-noise figure. To enhance IIP2 performance, an even-har-
monic reduction technique is introduced based on a simplified
analysis of a second-order intermodulation.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II covers the pro-
posed receiver architecture and the simplified block explanation.
The receiver requirement analysis is described in Section III;
while the IIP2-enhancing technique using an even-harmonic re-
duction loop is outlined in Section IV. The detail building blocks
are described in Section V; the measurement results are pre-
sented in Section VI and the paper is summarized in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 shows the proposed direct-conversion receiver archi-
tecture for cellular CDMA, PCS, and GPS applications. This
multiband/multimode receiver architecture is composed of two

1549-8328/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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Fig. 1. The proposed cellular CDMA/PCS/GPS direct conversion receiver architecture.

chips; the first being is a RF front-end chip and the second is a
baseband chip.

The RF front-end chip consists of three low-noise amplifiers,
three mixer cores, a common output folding stage, output loads
and IM2 cancellation stage, and LO distribution blocks. There
are two on-chip single-ended low-noise amplifiers for the cel-
lular CDMA and PCS bands, which drive the external RF SAW
filter. A differential topology is used for the GPS LNA, which
is internally connected to a mixer core using internal spiral in-
ductors. The mixer cores for all three bands have a differential
input structure for high IIP2 and a low-noise figure. As all three
bands do not operate simultaneously, the mixer cores share a
common mixer output folding stage as well as the output load
and IM2 cancellation stage to reduce the chip area. To obtain
high IIP2 and immunity to unwanted output load mismatches,
the common output folding stage and the output load and IM2
cancellation stage are used. An IIP2 calibration circuit is in-
cluded in the output load and IM2 cancellation stage to reject the
effect of LO mismatches. The LO distribution block completely
integrates a quadrature signal generation block and a frequency
translation block.

The base-band chip consists of two fifth-order active-RC
elliptic channel selection filters, a frequency calibration logic
block, a dc offset cancellation block, and an output buffer.
These channel selection filters are designed so as not to be
saturated by large out-band jammer signals while allowing the
desired in-band signal to have a proper gain. The frequency
calibration logic block compensates for process variation and
mismatches. The dc offset cancellation block causes a small
SNR degradation, but is used for the rejection of LO leakage
and device mismatch effects. The output buffer drives the
external analog-to-digital converter (ADC).

III. SYSTEM REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

Many published papers describe the block level specification
extraction methods from a system standard, such as for IS-98,
in a super-heterodyne system. In the direct-conversion system,
most of the specifications are similar to those of a super-het-
erodyne system including the noise figure (NF), power gain,
IIP3, and phase noise, among others. The sole difference is the
second-order harmonic distortion specification. The NF, IIP3,
and IIP2 requirement analysis to satisfy the system standards is
described in [7] and [8].

A. Noise Figure (NF)

The receiver noise figure is calculated from the standard’s
reference sensitivity test. Assuming that is 6 dB in-
cluding an additional 1.5 dB margin for a FER of 0.005% and
the is 3 dB, NF is easily calculated from standard

where is the reference sensitivity level ( 104 dBm), Traffic
is the ratio of the desired channel power to the reference

signal power, is signal-to-noise-and-interference ratio,
is the processing gain, k is Boltzman’s constant, is the

standard noise temperature, BW is the system channel band-
width, and is the loss from the antenna to the RF input.

B. Third-Order Input Intercept Point (IIP3)

The third-order input intercept point (IIP3) is determined
by an intermodulation spurious response attenuation test. As-
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suming that is 3 dB and is 43 dBm, the
required IIP3 is as follows:

(1)

where Ior is the intermodulation spurious response test level
( 101 dBm), is the ratio of the power of thermal noise
and distortion to the power of thermal noise, and is the
interfering CW power.

C. Second-Order Input Intercept Point (IIP2)

The second-order input intercept point (IIP2) is determined
by the jammer test. Assuming that is 3 dB and
is 18 dBm, which is the strongest power in an intermodulation
spurious response attenuation test, IIP2 is calculated as

(2)

where is the AM suppression test level ( 101 dBm),
is the ratio of the power of thermal noise and dis-

tortion to the power of thermal noise, and is the AM
jammer power. Assuming the gain of the LNAs is
15 dB and the loss of the RF SAW filter is 2 dB, the
required mixer IIP2 is given by

(3)

This number for an IIP2 value is unachievable in a normal
active mixer. A well-biased double-balanced Gilbert cell mixer
shows approximately 40 50 dBm IIP2 in a BiCMOS 0.35
process. A IIP2 value can be interpreted as a measure of mis-
match between differential paths. Fortunately, any unbalanced
factor within the mixer can be improved by adjusting the output
loads. Only a high accuracy of the controllable mixer load can
give a high enough IIP2, which is not suitable for a realistic im-
plementation. Here even harmonic reduction loop relaxes the
load accuracy with minimal hardware addition. As a result, this
combined approach makes IIP2 immune to a device mismatch.

IV. PROPOSED IIP2-ENHANCING TECHNIQUE USING AN

EVEN-HARMONIC REDUCTION LOOP

In the double-balanced mixer structure, the output second-
order intermodulations at each single-ended outputs are derived
as follows [6]:

(4)

where and are the common and differential output
second-order intermodulations, respectively, and R and are
the output load resistor and the mismatch of the output load, re-
spectively. Assuming that and ,

the second-order intermodulations at differential outputs and
single-ended outputs are simplified as

(5)

As shown in (6), the output intermodulations at differential
outputs rely on both asymmetries and nonlinearities, while
those at a single-ended output rely solely on nonlinearities.
Thus, a second-order intermodulation at a single-ended output

can be predicted by calculation and simula-
tion. In order to diminish the common-mode portion in (6), the
proposed method is to reduce IIM2.c using an active even-har-
monic reduction feedback loop. IIM2.c can be reduced without
deteriorating the fundamental output using an even-harmonic
reduction loop. The proposed even-harmonic reduction loop
makes the opposite current of IIM2.c after sensing it, using
an active feedback loop. Using the proposed method, (6) is
calculated as

(6)

where T is the feedback loop gain of the even harmonics. As-
suming the loop gain is very large, the equation is simplified as

(7)

As shown earlier, the second-order intermodulation products
in the mixer with the proposed active even-harmonic reduc-
tion loop is estimated to be chiefly determined by the differ-
ential mode IM2, which is caused by the asymmetry of the
LO switching pair rather than by the nonlinearity of the active
transconductance stages and the output load mismatch. How-
ever, IIP2 is to some extent affected by the asymmetries in a
practical situation because the loop gain cannot be maximized
due to the stability problem and the limited gain bandwidth
(GBW).

V. CIRCUIT DESIGN

A. Downconversion Mixers

A simplified folded mixer schematic for an I-channel of one
band is shown in Fig. 2. The downconversion mixers have three
mixer cores, which are designed for each band. They also have
a common output folding stage. Each mixer core output is com-
bined at the current mode. The mixer core has a double-bal-
anced structure with an active transconductance stage including
inductor degeneration and a LO switching core stage. The ac-
tive transconductance stage has inductor degeneration for high
IIP3 and a low noise, and a tail current source for high IIP2.
The LO switching core stage is carefully designed and drawn
because the LO switching core mismatch effects the IIP2. To
reduce the second-order distortion in the LO switching core, a
bipolar transistor is suitable as the nonideal duty cycle error ef-
fect of the LO signal is minimized, the device size is suitable
for obtaining a matching requirement, and the layout is drawn
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Fig. 2. Simplified folded mixer schematic with an IM2 cancellation stage using an even-harmonic reduction technique for an I-channel of one band.

with a common-centroid structure. Bipolar transistors also pro-
vide lower flicker noise; thus, the LO switching core and the
folding stage transistor should be a bipolar transistor to achieve
low-noise figure.

B. Common Output Folding Stage

The common output stage consists of an output load, an
IM2 cancellation stage, and common-mode feedback (CMFB).
The common output stage has a current folding structure for
guaranteeing a suitable operation at a low supply voltage and a
low-noise operation. To reduce the second-order intermodula-
tion, the exact even harmonics should be sensed at the output
load. So the output load is composed of digitally controlled
resistor arrays, which have the coarse tuning and fine tuning as
shown in Fig. 2. The fine-tuning resistor array supports exact
even-harmonic sensing by adjusting the fine-tuning resistor
that has 0.5%—resolution 4-bit arrays. This adjustment of
the fine-tuning resistor array compensates for the systematic
errors of the even harmonic sensing because of the nonsym-
metry layout effect. The coarse-tuning resistor array supports
the mixer gain calibration so that the mixer is not saturated
by a large jammer signal, and it has 4%—resolution 4-bit
arrays. The IM2 cancellation stage reduces the second-order
intermodulation using an even-harmonic reduction loop. The
second-order intermodulation at the output load is amplified by
the feedback amplifier and the compensation current is gener-
ated by the second order distortion feedback current block. This
compensation performance is determined by the loop gain and
loop bandwidth of this even-harmonic reduction loop. Thus,
this even harmonic reduction loop should have a large loop gain
and a wide loop bandwidth. To enhance the loop bandwidth and
loop gain, the second-order distortion feedback current block
uses the high-speed PNP bipolar, and the feedback amplifier
has a wide GBW. The CMFB is designed to stabilize the output
dc voltage. The CMFB loop should have a low bandwidth.

C. LO Distribution

The LO distribution circuits are designed to make perfor-
mances insensitive to LO power for cellular CDMA, PCS, and
GPS bands, as shown in Fig. 3. The LO distribution of cel-
lular CDMA consists of an external LO buffer that makes a
differential LO signal from a single external LO input, and a
divided-by-2 circuit for obtaining 4-phase LO signal. The LO
distribution of PCS is composed of an external LO buffer, a
second-order poly-phase filter (PPF) that receivies a 4-phase LO
signal, and a PPF buffer for driving the LO switching cores of
the PCS mixer. The LO distribution of GPS has an internal VCO
with a 3.2-GHz operating frequency, a VCO buffer for isolating
the VCO from the divided-by-2 circuit and achieving a stable
oscillation, and a divided-by-2 circuit for supplying the 4-phase
LO signals. The GPS VCO utilzes cross-coupled NMOS and
PMOS cores for negative trans-conductance to reduce the phase
noise and utilzes a large-sized NMOS as tail current source for
operating on the current steering mode.

D. Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA)

Fig. 4 is a simplified schematic of the cellular CDMA LNA
(CLNA) in which the CLNA supports the three gain modes of
high/mid/bypass modes. The principal circuit structure of the
CLNA consists of the main amplifying stage, an additional gain
stage and a bias circuit. For the optimal performance of the
main amplifying stage, the device size and the collector cur-
rent density of main transistor Q1 initially must be carefully
chosen using the contours of gain, NF and IIP3 as a function
of the device size and the collector current density [10]. The de-
generation inductor L3 in the emitter of Q1, and the external
RF choke L1 for the base biasing of Q1 are also used for high
IIP3. L3 can tune up the IIP3 of the LNA by tradingoff input
impedance, gain and IIP3. L1 enhances the linearity of the LNA
with an appropriated biasing circuit because the input source
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Fig. 3. Simplified circuitry of LO distribution.

impedance at a low frequency range is very low and has no ef-
fect on the operating RF frequency range [11]. The bypass de-
vices M1 and C1 are also important because these parts have
an effect on the high gain mode while simultaneously affecting
their own modes. Generally, the device size of the M1 is large

for a bypass gain and high IIP3. The loading effect of additional
gain stages can degrade the performance of a high gain mode,
whereas additional gain stages using M1 and C1 are off while in
a high gain mode. PCS LNA (PLNA) also operates in the three
gain modes of high/bypass/loss modes, and the circuit compo-
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TABLE I
IIP2 COMPARISON BETWEEN SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT

Fig. 4. Simplified schematic of Cellular LNA (CLNA) and PCS LNA (PLNA).

sition of PLNA is similar to one for CLNA, despite the fact that
the gain specification of PLNA is different from that of CLNA.

Fig. 5 shows a simplified schematic of GPS LNA (GLNA)
and of a GPS MIXER core. Unlike CLNA and PLNA, GPS LNA
is designed with a differential cascode type amplifier in order to
acquire a sufficient gain for fulfilling high sensitivity demands
and maintaing a high immunity to substrate and supply noises.
As the output of the GLNA and the input of the GPS mixer
are connected internally, the internal high-Q differential spiral
inductor and capacitors are adequately utilized for the maximum
voltage transfer from the GLNA output to the GPS mixer input.
The common output folding stage is shared with the cellular
CDMA and PCS mixer cores.

E. Channel Selection Filter (CSF)

The baseband filters reject large interferers while performing
a channel selection. The performance requirements of the base-
band filters are more stringent compared to those of a hetero-
dyne receiver because there are no IF filters before the baseband
filters in a direct-conversion receiver. The architecture in a di-
rect-conversion receiver limits the RF-path gain before the base-
band filter; thus, any further amplification of the receiver gain
must be accomplished during or after the channel filtering and
the generated noise at the base-band filter is severely restricted.

The channel select filter is a fifth-order elliptic filter because
the filter achieves the out-of-band attenuation requirement in the
CDMA system. The filter has a 3 dB bandwidth of 630 kHz.
The block diagram of the base-band channel selection filter is
shown in Fig. 5. The filter architecture was based on the leapfrog
ladder prototype for its low sensitivity and its immunity to a de-
vice mismatch. It was implemented in an active-RC filter for its
inherent linearity characteristics. For a low-noise performance,

TABLE II
MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF DIRECT CONVERSION RECEIVER

the resistor value of the filter’s first stage is minimized and the
input differential pair of the opamp is designed with bipolar tran-
sistors. A two-stage opamp topology is chosen to drive the re-
sistive load. The rail-to-rail output swing of the opamp is suit-
able for dealing with larger interferers. The filter is optimized
for noise and linearity performance by scaling the gain of each
stage. The signals of the filter are fully balanced for high IIP2
and CMRR.

The frequency response of the filter is auto-calibrated with
fine accuracy by the 5-bit capacitor arrays as well as the 2-bits
resistor arrays. The calibration circuit uses the time-based inte-
grator’s characteristic and requires a reference clock. The cal-
ibration is activated by the receiver’s power coming on, and
is disabled during normal operation. The required calibration
time is below 40 s and assures a 2.5% frequency tuning accu-
racy. The filter has a dc offset cancellation block for solving the
dc-offset problem. The dc offset cancellation block uses the dc
feedback loop with a servo amplifier. The dc-cutoff frequency
is approximately 5 kHz.

VI. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The microphotographs of the direct-conversion receiver
chip set for the cellular CDMA, PCS, and GPS applications
are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) shows the RF front-end chip
and Fig. 7(b) is the base-band chip. The front-end chip and
the base-band chip These were both fabricated in a 0.35 um
BiCMOS process and occupy a 2.3 mm 1.9 mm and 2.3 mm

1.5 mm die area, respectively. These chips are packaged in a
6 mm 6 mm MLF 36-pin chip-scale package.

For even-harmonic reduction the feedback loop gain has
approximately 40 dB, which is limited by the stability problem.
The comparison between the simulated and the
measured is given in Table I. It shows that the
proposed technique improves the performance by an
amount of loop gain compared to the a simple analysis without
an even-harmonic reduction technique. And the measured

with the proposed technique matches well enough to
simulated one.
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Fig. 5. Simplified schematic of GPS LNA (GLNA) and GPS MIXER.

Fig. 6. Simplified block diagram of a channel selection filter.

Fig. 8 shows the variation in the along the down-
conversion channel once the mixer has been trimmed. It shows
that the decreases as the downconversion channel
rises to 5 MHz, but is almost flat within the downconversion
channel bandwidth of 630 kHz. Fig. 9 shows the measured sen-
sitivity of the improved as a function of the controlled
imbalance in the mixer output load resistor. It shows that the
IIP2 of the cellular CDMA band is approximately 80 dBm and
that the variation is small. It also shows that the IIP2 variation of
the PCS band is larger than that of the cellular CDMA band, as
the LO distribution of the PCS band is more complex. The mea-

sured sensitivities of the IIP2mixer in Figs. 8 and 9 show that
is the is insensitive to the operating condition and the
mismatch due to the proposed IIP2-enhancing technique.

The measured performance of proposed the cellular
CDMA/PCS/GPS receiver is summarized in Table II. The
proposed receiver has three gain modes to achieve the CDMA
standard requirements. These measured results satisfy the
calculated system requirements of the (1), (2), and (3) in
Section III. The cellular LNA has a measured performance
of 1.52 dB NF/8 dBm IIP3/15.5 dB gain/8 mA of current
consumption at the high-gain mode, 3.95 dB NF/12.5 dBm
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Fig. 7. Micrograph of a direct conversion receiver. (a) RF front-end chip. (b) Baseband chip.

Fig. 8. Measured sensitivity of ���� performance as a function of output
frequency.

IIP3/6.3 dB gain/8 mA of current consumption at the midgain
mode, and 7.3 dB NF/19 dBm IIP3/ 6.3 dB gain/0.2 mA of
current consumption at the low-gain mode. The PCS LNA
has a measured performance of 2.0 dB NF/3.8 dBm IIP3/15.2
dB gain/8 mA of current consumption at the high-gain mode,
11.5-dB NF/25.5 dBm IIP3/ 11.5 dB gain/8 mA of current
consumption at the midgain mode, and 27-dB NF/20 dBm
IIP3/ 25.5 dB gain/0.2 mA of current consumption at the
low-gain mode.

Fig. 10 shows the CDMA output frequency response of the
proposed receiver. The measured results shows that the CDMA
receiver has a 3-dB bandwidth of 630 kHz and over 40-dB at-
tenuation of over 900 kHz, which is similar to the simulation
result. Fig. 11 shows the CDMA receiver output spectrum when
a 101 dBm in-band signal and 43 dBm out-band jammer
signal are applied to the LNA, which shows that the 43 dBm
adjacent channel jammer is rejected by 51.47 dB

. The measured IQ mismatch is smaller
than 0.5 dB. The measured dc-offset at the baseband output was
maintained to within 3 mV.

Fig. 9. Measured sensitivity of ���� performance as a function of output
load mismatch.

Fig. 10. CDMA filter frequency response.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents direct-conversion cellular CDMA/
PCS/GPS direct-conversion receiver chips using an even-har-
monic reduction technique to enhance IIP2 performance. This
receiver has been designed and fabricated in a 0.35 um SiGe
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Fig. 11. CDMA filter output spectrum when a�101 dBm inband signal and a
�43 dBm outband jammer (@ 900 kHz) signal are applied to the LNA.

BiCMOS process. Measurement results of the receiver chain
show 71 dBm IIP2, 1.3 dBm IIP3, and 2.4 dB NF for Cellular
CDMA; 68 dBm IIP2, 3.7 dBm IIP3, and 2.9 dB NF for PCS;
and 26 dBm IIP2 30 dBm IIP3 and 2 dB NF for GPS, as
shown in Table II. The proposed IIP2 enhancement technique
is described by a simplified analysis of the second-order inter-
modulation. Due to this technique, the IIP2 performance can be
improved by reducing sensitivity to operating condition and to
an output load mismatch. The experimental results show a 40
dB improvement and a reduced sensitivity of IIP2, which is in
good agreement with the simulation results.
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